Abstract. Smart grid can be used to continuously measure, monitor, predict and even control electricity consumption. However, the energy consumption information may reveal the privacy of users. In this paper, we propose a new privacy-preserving smart grid system based on a k-times short dynamic group signature supporting the controllable linkability. Only the group manager can confirm the identity of the signer, so our system can protect the user's privacy. Each user can submit the consumption value up to k times in each time period, e.g. each day. The users can report the consumption value regularly and the service provider will not be subject to heavy computation burden. We show that the proposed scheme is as efficient as other smart grid system, while achieving the additional security feather of times limited authentication.
Introduction
Smart grid is modernization of the existing traditional electricity grid. With more and more global energy challenges appearing, North America and Europe firstly proposed smart grid plan.
With the help of real-time users' energy consumption information, the smart grid is able to monitor grid, forecast users' demands, and control the energy generation /consumption. However, reporting detailed consumption information to the supplier will incur serious privacy issues. A long-time statistical analysis on the user's data can sketch out the user's family life clearly [1] , [2] .
Information such as when the customers get up, when they come back from work or the household appliances they used can be extracted from the consumption profiles.
Personal information is more and more publicly accessible due to modern technologies, accordingly, privacy is increasingly becoming an important security property [3] . While the home lives of residents belong to sensitive information, the disclosure of such personal information may be used by malicious attackers. The invasion of privacy has also become obstacles to the development of smart grid [4] .
In order to solve the privacy issues, several privacy preserving smart metering schemes have been proposed.
Metke and Ekl [5] had discussed the key security technologies for a smart grid system, including public key infrastructures and trusted computing.
Rial and Danezis [6] proposed that there was a tamper-resistant device with each smart metering, and it enabled the smart metering to locally compute the billing and didn't need to transmit the fine-grained consumption information to collector.
Costas Efthymiou [7] using the the escrow agreement to design the anonymous smart meter ID. Alfredo Rial [8] put forward a scheme by using the knowledge of commitment and zero Proof idea.
Mikhail Lisovich [9] and Patrick McDaniel [10] used the relevant strategy to protect the privacy of users from the view of the hardware of smart meters.
There was a third party escrow mechanism to authenticate metering reading and it's difficult to associate these readings with a particular smart metering in [11] .
Lei Yang [15] and others studied cost-effective smart meter data privacy protection by using batteries. They designed a dynamic programming framework for consumers to jointly protect smart meter data privacy and reduce the cost of the electricity.
Ken Birman [16] uses a combination of decentralization and differential privacy techniques to keep customers' private data hidden from the utility. Liu [17] used ad-hoc ring signature to protect the user privacy, and it could also provide traceability of illegal users who signed twice or more. Liu [17] was not scalable in a huge number of users.
Zargar and Yaghmaee [18] protected the user privacy by making group signature on the message, and the collector could only verify the validity of the received message without knowing who was the signer. The collector couldn't find out the illegal smart metering itself, and it must ask the group manager for help.
Fabio Borges and Florian Volk [19] adapt a homomorphic encryption scheme based on elliptic curve cryptography to efficiently protect the data series of measurements that are collected by smart meters.
Daniel et al. [20] use a bucket principle where each participant has an own bucket that is encrypted individually and therefore only accessible by a trusted server and himself.
Feng Diao et al. [4] propose a privacy preserving smart metering scheme based on the new linkable anonymous credential. However, users in their scheme can submit the data as many times as they want, and the signatures will not be rejected if each signature is attached a different timestamp. Thus, the service provider may be subject to attacks that will cause heavy computation or even denial of service.
Our Contribution. In this paper, we proposed a new privacy-preserving smart grid system. A k-times short dynamic group signature scheme with linkable ability and dynamic enrollment is employed.
In our smart grid system, smart meter can compute the electricity consumption on an interval such as every 15 minutes, or every half an hour, or every hour, with the interval depending on the strategy of the service provider. That is to say, each user can submit the consumption value up to k times in each time period where k is controlled by the service provider.
Group signatures can be anonymously linked, but the corresponding linkage information can only be revealed with a linking key. The linking key is secretly managed by a privileged party called a linker who is delegated the link capability by the opener. Note that the capability of linking signatures is placed below the capability of opening the signer identity of the signatures. We can control the anonymity by adding controllable linkability to the controllable anonymity that can identify a signer from signatures using an opening key.
The scheme supports a dynamic group membership where a user can join or leave a group. Leaving a group is also referred as to be revoked. However, the linking capability can be consistently preserved regardless of changes to the membership status of the signer. In addition, the controllable linkability property does not expose the history of the joining and revocation.
Preliminaries
We now review bilinear maps and computational assumptions for our scheme. A. Bilinear Maps Let 1 G and 2 G be multiplicative groups of prime order p and e :
be a bilinear map which satisfies the following properties: (1) Bilinear: 
Prover P performs the following protocol with verifier V.
•(Prover) P picks
and computes
•(Verifier) V picks
and sends it as a random challenge to P.
• 
. If all equality tests hold then output 1 (it means the signature is valid), and otherwise, 0 (invalid).
In the above protocol, the prover and the verifier execute a proof of knowledge of ) , , , , ( z y x r α which satisfy the following equations:
System Model
Electricity data statistics and charging agreement mainly includes four entities: service providers, trusted third party (TTP), smart electric meter, users (include their PCs and mobile devices).
a. Service providers made electricity tariff and collected the electricity data from each smart meters, and charge to users.
b. The trusted third party is an institution which the user and the service providers trust at the same time. It is responsible for managing the users. It authenticates user's smart meters and generates the group signature. When there are problems, it is responsible for solving the dispute justly.
c. After smart meters got the TTP certification and had the group signature, smart meters sent the electricity data to service providers and users with an interval which is controlled by service provider.
d. A user can have one or more smart meter and pay the corresponding fees to the service provider. The relationship between the entities is shown in Fig.1 . We make an overall introduction for the protocol. 1. Order and establish the service. A user signs a contract with service providers at first, and in the process the users and service providers use their public key to ensure the safety of the communication. When users join a group controlled by the trusted third party, the trusted third party specifies a corresponding group by their geographic position. The user's smart meters generates group private key used to generate group signature at this stage. Then TTP notifies the service provider that the user (with the group public key) is in the group.
2.Collect electricity data Smart meter computes the electricity consumption every 15 minutes, or every half an hour, or every hour. The interval depends on the requirement of the service provider. So each user can submit the consumption value up to k times in each time period where k is controlled by the service provider. When receiving the consumption value, each user uses the group private key to make the group signature for it. Users make a signature on message and each user is allowed to sign up to k times in every period. Then smart meter sent the electricity data and the group name to service provider. The service provider stored the data in the local database.
3.Users pay the electricity bills The users connect with the service provider from user interface and pay the bills. The service provider needs to announce a price list. Users can download the price list. Each user calculates the sum of the electricity consumption, and makes a signature by using his group private key. Finally users send the signature to service provider. Service provider opens the signature to verify, if the total electric charge of all users in a group is different from the charge that all users pay, the service provider will let the trusted third party to check what happened.
4.Solve the dispute When the service provider finds that the total electric charge of all users in a group is different from the charge that all users pay, the trusted third party will find out the leakage of electricity users. The service provider sends all the group signature of the problem group and the signature of users paying fees to the trusted third party. The trusted third party will open all signatures to see which user cheated.
Our Scheme
In this section we present a scheme using traceable commitment and privacy-preserving short group signatures. Basically our construction relies on the modified
. A signer will obtain a valid tuple SDH . The signatures will not reveal any identity of a user, and they will not be linked unless with an opening key or a linking key.
Our scheme consists of a setup algorithm, a group membership issuing algorithm which involves two sub-algorithms User Join and Issue to generate a user signature key, and signing, verifying, opening, linking, and revocation algorithms.
A. Set up For given a security parameter, proceed as follows. TTP generates a tuple of algebraic groups of prime order p , i.e., ) , , (
. Pick random
Then it selects two cryptographic hash
. = .
Step4: 
Step2:
Computes It outputs i and a proof ) ), , ,
Assume that i PI is cryptographically bounded with a registered identity through an additional technique such as a certificate. Step2: Let 
Step1: Calls Verify to check if the given signatures are valid. Step2: If any of them is not valid then it outputs ⊥ . Otherwise, it computes 
Security Analysis of Our Scheme
Unforgeability. Only group members can make group signature on the message on behalf of the group. Sketch Proof: A message which the user sent to the service provider consists of one commitment
, a group signature from [3] and a standard non-interactive zero-Knowledge
If anyone can forge a valid message, he/she provides a valid forgery of the group signature for [3] . Since the group signature scheme [3] is proved to be unforgeable, so our scheme is unforgeable.
Anonymity. For a valid group signature, no one except for the group manager can confirm the identity of the signer.
Sketch Proof: Our scheme relies on group signature [3] to be anonymous. If anyone can confirm the identity of the user from the signature, our scheme will not have anonymity, and the signature [3] must not have anonymity. Since the group signature scheme [3] is proved to have anonymity, so our scheme has anonymity.
Traceability. When there are problems and disputes, the group manager can open the group signature to identify the signer.
Sketch Proof: The proposed group signature is traceable due to the proof that the group signature scheme is traceable [3] .
Correctness. Signatures generated by an honest user should be verified correctly. 
. If the user uses additional base, it can be easily detected by the verifier, because the user has to tell the verifier which base he is using in the execution.
Using these k bases, each user can perform only k times successful executions, and w users can perform kw times. After kw times normal executions, if they collude together and want to sign the messages for one more time, they need a new secret key to create a different tracing tag other than the kw used tags. And they also need to prove knowing a message-signature pair for the secret key, which is not obtained from normal interaction with the group manager. It cannot be fulfilled due to the unforgeability of our scheme
Performance
We analyze the performance of our scheme in terms of dynamic user, traceability, times limited authentication. This analysis includes the comparison between five privacy-protecting smart grid system and our proposed system. A. Dynamic User The system can add new member or revoke some existing user dynamically. This property is needed in real life smart grid where houses are dynamic with the development of local area.
B. Traceability
The service provider sends all the group signature of the suspected users to the trusted third party, so it can open all signatures to find out which user cheated. This property is needed in real life smart grid where some users may be dishonest.
C. Times limited authentication In our smart grid system each user can submit the consumption value k times in each time period, therefore reporting regularly is convenient to calculate the consumption value. And no one can authenticate more than announced number to the honest verifier. This property is desirable that it can avoid unnecessary heavy computation for the service provider. In table II we compare the signature length of [18] , [4] with that of our system, and we don't consider the length of message.
We notice that the signature length in our scheme is almost the same as the scheme in [18] if the two small integers are neglected, and less than that in [4] . Moreover, our scheme can limit the times of data submission so that we can avoid heavy computation burdening in service provider, while each user in the scheme of [18] and [4] can submit data to the service provider as many times as they want if different time-stamps are attached.
Conclusion
We describe a new privacy-preserving smart grid system based on a k-times short dynamic group signature supporting the controllable linkability. We also formally proved that the constructed scheme achieves unforgeability, anonymity, traceability, correctness and times limited authentication. Comparing with other smart grid system shows that our system is very versatile and useful in many privacy-enhancing applications with limited resources.
